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III. Course objectives
      Language technology (LT) is a subfield of  artificial intelligence which  studies the quantitative
aspects of natural human languages. The main tools in the applications of LT are Knowledge Based
Systems (KBS), as for example ontologies, thesauri, corpora, electronical dictionaries.  
      The course hasas objectives to provide the basic principles, technologies and applications of 
LT and KBS. The optimization of the search on Web, the interfaces in natural language and the recent
aspects of text mining are only some of the  motivations for studying LT and KBS.
      A deep understanding of the current state of the art in LT in order to realize original research in LT is another goal of this course.

IV. Course contents
 1. Language Technology: Stages, Domains, Chapters. 
 2. The corpus as a KBS and as a tool of different applications in  LT. The most 
    important taggs for an annotated corpus. Using the corpus in a  supervised  method. 
 3. WordNet as a KBS. Relations and synsets. Examples of applications.  
 4. Word Sense Disambiguation(WSD): machine learning approach (supervised and 
    unsupervised), dictionary based approach. Where WSD is needed?  
 5. Statistical natural language processing  and LT: Markov chains, Hidden Markov Model. 
    Evaluation, Estimation and Training with HMM. Applications.
 6. Probabilistic Context- free Grammars.  Syntactic analysis: active charts.  
 7. Feature structures (FS):  FS as graphs, AVM and descriptors. Unification of Feature 
    structures. 
 8. Unification grammars. Parsing with Unification grammars. 
 9. Description logics for natural language processing.
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VI. Thematic of didactic activities per weeks

1. Introduction in Natural Language Processing (NLP): Stages, Domains, Chapters – 1 lecture.

2. WordNet:  knowledge structure, semantic relations, lexical relations, applications, interfaces; Corpora-1 lecture. 

3.  Syntactic parsing - 2 lectures
     - grammar rules for English - sentence level construction;
     - Cocke-Kasami-Yonger (CKY) algorithm;
     -  Earley algorithm;
     - chart parsing approach.

 4.  Statistical parsing – 1 lecture
     - Probabilistic Context-Free Grammars (PCFG) ;
     - Probabilistic CKY (Cocke-Kasami-Yonger) parsing of PCFGs. 

5. Statistics in  NLP- 3 lectures
       - Markov chains, Hidden Markov Model;
       - three canonical problems associated with HMM and the corresponding algorithms 
         for solving them: the forward algorithm; the Viterbi algorithm, the Baum-Welch algorithm;
      - applications to POS tagging.
6. Word Sense Disambiguation- 3 lectures
      - machine learning approach: supervised (NBC  and k-NN);  
      -  unsupervised (by clustering);
      -  dictionary based approach (Lesk, Yarowsky, bilingual dictionaries).

7. Feature structures in NLP- 2 lectures
        - feature structures as objects of linguistic knowledge representation, feature structures 
          as graphs, AVM and descriptors, subsumation and unification;
-  feature structures in the unification grammars, applications of unification constraints
   to four interesting linguistic phenomena: agreement phenomena, grammatical heads
   associated to syntactic constituents; subcategorization of verbs; long-distance dependencies;
      -  parsing  with unification grammars. Integration of unification into an Earley parser.

 8. Description logics for natural language processing - 1 lecture.

VII. Didactic methods used
The main methods used are: lectures, presentations of different papers on topics of course,  the 
stimulation  and supervision of appropriate applications, the stimulation of editing papers for 
conferences.

VIII. Assessment
The final note will have the following components :  

  (1) Project (providing a LT or KBS techniques tool) .... 30% 

  (2) Research based on recent papers (at least 2)...30%

  (3) Final examination .............................40%
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